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ABSTRACT

We sliow that the mixed spin Ising model with four-spin interaction on the union jack

(centered square) lattice is equivalent to the eight-vertex model. In certain subspaces of

parameters t.lie model is solvable and we can locate exactly t.lie coexistence surface between

two ordered phases of t.lie model (symmetric case) and some critical points (free-fermion

case).
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In this Letter we consider the mixed spin lsing model on the union jack (centered

square) 1 a! lice. Tn this model at l.lie eiglil- (four-) coord in at.e;d sit.e;s there; are spin 1 j'l (1)

spin operators. Such models have been introduced in the context of describing certain

ferrimagnetic systems [1]. However, competing interactions and higher spin operators

make t.Tic: behaviour of sue;h models more; intricate and se)Tiie;times only e;x tensive; numerical

calculations can provide the correct description [2].

TTI our previous pa.per [3] (here;afle;r refe;rre;d t.e> a.s T) it lias be;e;n sliovvn j.lia.l., when

lomnilateel on the; union jack lattice;, sue;h nie)ele;ls are; solvable due lo the relation with

the symmetric eight-vertex model [1]. In the present Letter we consider a more general

version namely a. model wit.h four-spin interaction. The Ha.milIonian of our model is

writlen as

U = - J , ^fnftj - J-^l-kS, - D^Sf - C^tuf.tji.tktii (1)

where j.ut = ±1 and Sr = 0, ±1 are spin operators placed on the eight-and four-coordinated

siles respectively. The first, and second summa.liems are over nearest, neighbours, the third

is over four-coordinated siles and the last, one is over t.he plaquell.es. h\ the following we

put ,l2 = 1. The <^se (.•' = 0 has been considered in 1.

The ground-slate of this model can be easily found by comparing energies of the

corresponding configurations. Since; t.he paramet.er Kpa.ee of t.he model is slill very large in

graphical presentations we will restrict ourselves to the J\ = —0.25 case. In such a case

the ground slate is shown in Fig. 1. ^T\ region 1 the ground KJ.at.e is ferroiTia.gnelic with

all (trs and Jvs having the same values, in region 11 j/'s are antiferromagnetically ordered

and S\ = 0. Regions 111 and IV are strongly degenerate: ^.'s on each plaquette have to

sat.isfy th<; condition t.ha.l t.heir product is negat.ive: /./.,:/./J((7.̂ /./j = —1. In r<;gion 111 we have

Si = 0 and in region IV S\ takes the value of the majority of spins forming the plaquette:

Si = signf/i,: + l-ij + l-i-k + l-i-i)- Models with ground states like these in regions 111 and IV

have recently been considered in some oilier context [5].

Following the same procedure as that applied in 1 we decimate over all four-coordinated

sit.es 5,:. The resulling model is equivalent, lo the eight-verlex model wit.h t.he weights:

u;.3 = u;4 = ^G('\ + 2^n) ^5 = u;6 = u;7 = u;8 = ^ - ^ [ l + 2<;/'/)cosh (2fi)] (3)

w}i<;re fi = \ jT and we put k-Q = 1. Spin configurations corresponding to lhese weights

are shown in Fig. 2.

The fnrt.her analysis is based on t.he observation t.ha.l in certain subspaces of paramet<;r

space; t.he eight-vertex model (2)-(3) î  solvable. Onĉ  bra.nch of solutions corresponds to

the symmetric case ['[]. Since in our model we have a;* = LO,\, '̂r> = ^<> and u;7 = UJH thus

the; symmetric ca.se; is obtaine;d iinpe)sing t.he e:onditie)n that u;i = LL-2 or eqnivalent.ly:

^ J
 / " J ^ (4)



Let us note that this condition is (./-independent and thus is exactly the same as that

oblained in T. The real solulions of (4) exist only for —1 < ,/i < 0 and a plot of (4) for

J\ = —0.25 is shown in Fig. 3.

On the manifold (-'1) the vertex model becomes critical when u>\ = u^ + u-v, + u-'r or

equiva.lently:

efl(«+-2.M[i + 2efincosh{i0)] = e ^ ( l + 2eai}) + 2 e - ' w [ l + 2 e w cosh (2./?)] (5)

For a fixed J\ a practical way to solve equations ('l)-(o) is first to determine D from (-I)

as a function of T and then one can determine G [Venn (5). TTI such a way we oblain j.}i<;

critical line in the parameter space (I). (..•'. T) which is parametrized by T. The projection

of illIK line irilo llie T = 0 plane; is shown in Fig. 1. Along this line crilical exponents

change conlimiously [4]. Moreover, using t.Tie same arguments as in 1 we can KTIOW that

the solvable manifold (1) in the ordered region corresponds actually to the coexistence

surface of the ferroma.gnelic plia.se (1) and t.Tie arili ferromagnetic plia.se (11) and llniK if,

giveK llie loealion of 1.1K; first-order Iransilion belween these Iwo phases. The crilical line

gives actually the location of the bicritical points in our model.

From Fig. 3 it follows that for Jx = -0 .25 in llie range -3.7562... < D < -3 the

manifold (1) is a double-valued function. A consequence of this fact is that in this range

of D the phase diagram in the ((.•'. T) plane has the form as shown in Fig. A. The

loealion of bieritieal points and 1.1K; horizonla.l lines of first-order transitions can easily be

determined exactly for a given J\ and D. For example, for J\ = —0.25 and D = —3.5

solving (/l)-(5) we obtain that the bicritical points are located at (1) (.•' = 0.98052...,!/' =

"1.25366... (2) G = 3.69970..., T = 2.98374... The vertical coordinates of lliese poinls

determine the location of first-order transition lines. We expect that transitions to the

paramagnelic plia.se will be conlimious and of 2D Tsing universality class. For G = 0 such

scenario has been con firmed in T. ^T\ our opinion, it is quite interesling that llie model

with such complicated phase diagram, which contains even two consecutive first-order

phase transitions, can be sludied lo some exlent exactly. Fet us also emphasize that the

temperature of first order transitions does not depend on (.•'. This is a consequence of the

already mentioned (./-independence of the manifold (-1).

Analysis of (4)-(5) reveals that for D > —3 there is only one pliase order transition.

An interesting point is that such a transition always exists for sufficiently large G.

The second branch of solutions corresponds to the so-called free-fermion case. In this

case llie weigh Is it?.; have to satisfy the following equalion

(6)

or equivalently

W f ; / " J ^ ) ^ ^ ' W(; ^ ) / 7 ) ] y (7)



Let us note that this equation is ,/|-independent. For some values of G the plot of (7) is

shown in Fig. 5. On t.Tic: solvable manifold (7) l.Tic:r<; are l.wo branches of critical points.

One branch, obtained as a solution of the equation u>\ = LO2 + W-A + w-i corresponds to

the decomposition of the ferromagnetic order (F) while the other. LO2 = ^i + ^ + w-\,

corresponds l.o the decomposition of t.Tic: anti ferromagnetic order (11). Using (2)-(3) these

equations read

2-3Jl [1 + 2e^cosh(4^)] = ( e " 2 ^ 1 2)(l + e3De2-3Jl [1 + 2e^cosh(4^)] = ( e " 2 ^ 1 - 2)(l + e3D) (1) (8)

c2fUl [1 + 2c:flD«>sti(4#)] = (<r2flJi - 2)(1 + e^15) (/"/") (9)

These equations are G-independent and for Ji = —0.25 l.licir plol.s ar<; KIIOWTI in Fig. 5.

Crossing points of (S)-(9) with (7) dcitcrininc t.Tic: critical points.

As it has already been noticed in 1, for G = 0 the only free-fermion solutions correspond

to some limiting, and already well-known cases, namely D = oo (5 = "1/2 union jack

lattice model) or J2 = 0 (5 = 1/2 sqna.re lattice ITK)<]<;1). On l.}i<; contrary, for G <

0 this branch gives solutions in quite nontrivial and novel cases. Another interesting

point is that in the limit T —> oo the solvable free-Term ion manifold (7) lies entirely

in the ordered ground states (F) or (11). This suggests (but obviously not proves) that

the disordered ground states (III) or (IV) do not support any kind of long range order.

However, a.s suggested by recent Cluster Varia.tiona.l Method ca.lcnltions [5] such ground

states might support a weak ferromagnetic order in some other S = 1 models with four-

spin interactions. The existence of such order would be quite interesting and is certainly

worth further study.

In summary, we have shown that the mixed spin Ising model with four-spin interaction

on the union jack lattice is equivalent to the eight-vertex model. Tn the four-dimensiona.l

parameter space; (T, G,Ji,D) of this model there are two three-dimensiona.1 subspaces

where this model is solvable. This mixed spin model has a very rich and intricate critical

behaviour and the obtained exact solution should contribute to its better understanding.
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Figure captions

Fig. 1: The ground-state configurations for J\ = —0.25. The dotted line is a T — 0 projec-

tion of the critical line (5).

Fig. 2: Configurations of the eight-vertex model in the spin representation.

Fig. 3: Solvable manifold (4) for Jx = -0.25.

Fig. 4: Qualitative phase diagram for a fixed Jy and D within a range (-3.7562,-3). Thick

vertical lines, whose location can be found exactly, denote first-order phase transi-

tions. Thin lines are conjectured lines of second-order phase transitions.

Fig. 5: Solid lines represent the solvable manifold (7). The dashed lines are the critical

lines (8)-(9).
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